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CHEEKTOWAGA, N.Y. (WKBW) — Cheektowaga police say a man on a motorcycle went underneath a

semi-truck on Walden Avenue.

The accident happened shortly before 7 a.m. Tuesday between Union and Dick.

The motorcyclist was then taken to ECMC and authorities are unsure of his condition.
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Fire crews had to use special tools for extricating the man.

Jeff Slawson
@Jeffslawson

Just spoke with chief: 
 
Motorcyclist stuck under semi around 7 am 
 
Taken to ECMC. Unsure of condition 
 
Cheektowaga Fire Dept had to use special tools to get the 
motorcyclist out from under the semi  
 
Walden will have one lane closed each way during investigation 
@WKBW twitter.com/jeffslawson/st…

Jeff Slawson @Jeffslawson
We have a motorcycle stuck under that semi on Walden in 
Cheektowaga. Working to learn more. Massive police presence here
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See Jeff Slawson's other Tweets

Jeff Slawson
@Jeffslawson

We have a motorcycle stuck under that semi on Walden in 
Cheektowaga. Working to learn more. Massive police presence 
here
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This is a developing story. 

Copyright 2019 Scripps Media, Inc. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed.
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Body found floating in upper Niagara River

Survivors criticize Bishop's 'Fort Malone' mansion
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